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CASE HOLD - Matter of Silva-Trevino

As you are aware, the Attorney General has vacated Matter of Silva-Trevino, 24 l&N Dec. 687 (A.G.
2008) and has directed the Board to develop a uniform standard for determining whether a particular
offense is a crime involving moral turpitude (CIMT). See 26 l&N Dec. 550 (A.G. 2015).
General Rule. Given this development, the Board will temporarily suspend adjudication of cases where
the dispositive issue is whether an offense is a CIMT, subject to the exception below. This hold applies
equally to cases involving section 212 and 237 charges -- and in both the removability and relief
contexts. The hold includes detained and non-detained cases.
Exception. This general rule will not apply where either there is Board or federal court precedent
identifying a particular offense categorically as a CIMT, or when a CIMT determination can be made
based solely on the content of the statute without any divisibility-type concerns. Please note that the
Attorney General has not disturbed our precedent regarding what behavior substantively constitutes a
CIMT. See 26 I&N Dec. at 553, n. 3.
Alternate Ground. This hold applies only where the CIMT issue is dispositive. Each case must therefore
be scrutinized to determine whether an alternate, legitimate ground for adjudication exists outside the
CIMT analysis. For example, where
•

Other criminal grounds of removal exist that have the same effect as the CIMT ground ( e.g,
barring relief), and those grounds are sustainable. (In this situation, you might add a footnote that
we need not address the CIMT charge, as it would not change the result in this case.)

•

The CIMT bars relief, but the relief has also been denied on alternative grounds which can be
upheld (e.g, discretion).

Process. For any case that warrants a hold, the attorney must attach a brief statement for the Team
Leader which explains why there is no alternative basis for adjudication. The statement should be
attached to the Board Wide Holds Routing Slip.

